Language Proficiency Certification

Please complete and return this form to the Language Liaison along with documentation of your proficiency in the language or languages for which you request certification (i.e., copies of academic transcripts, examinations, etc.). Upon endorsing the student’s request, the Language Liaison will submit the form and the accompanying documentation to the Director of Graduate Studies. Students and their advisors are urged to consult the Department of Theology’s Policies and Procedures before submitting the form to determine whether the certification requested meets the department’s criteria for fulfillment of the student’s curricular requirements.

Student’s name

Program □ Ph.D. □ M.A.
Area □ JCA □ HIS □ SYS □ ETH □ TAS □ HME

Language Institution taken at
Comments Semester/year taken

Recommended by
Signature of Language Liaison Date

Approved by
Signature of Director of Graduate Students Date

Language Institution taken at
Comments Semester/year taken

Recommended by
Signature of Language Liaison Date

Approved by
Signature of Director of Graduate Students Date

Department of Theology language proficiency certification form